With regards to well-replicated two-conditional microarray datasets, the selection of differentially expressed (DE) genes is a well-studied computational topic, but for multiconditional microarray datasets with limited or no replication, the same task is not properly addressed by previous studies. This paper adopts multivariate outlier analysis to analyze replication-lacking multi-conditional microarray datasets, finding that it performs significantly better than the widely used limit fold change (LFC) model in a simulated comparative experiment. Compared with the LFC model, the multivariate outlier analysis also demonstrates improved stability against sample variations in a series of manipulated real expression datasets. The reanalysis of a real non-replicated multi-conditional expression dataset series leads to satisfactory results. In conclusion, a multivariate outlier analysis algorithm, like DigOut, is particularly useful for selecting DE genes from non-replicated multi-conditional gene expression dataset.
Introduction
Gene expression microarray was invented to rapidly profile the quantities of mRNA transcripts in a particular cellular context, [1] [2] [3] and its application has become universal in biomedical researches. While rapid technological improvements allow more and more gene probes to be immobilized on one array, data analysts are trying hard to filter the huge bulk of data for a small portion of "differentially expressed genes" (DE genes). 4, 5 This practice is motivated by at least three considerations: first, it has been proved that a large phenotypic change can be caused by changes in the expression of a small subset of genes; 6 second, subsequent biological experimental validation requires a limited number of target genes to be highlighted; finally, gene selection leads to a concise representation of data, which is necessary for smooth implementation of some higher-level data mining algorithms, like unsupervised clustering. In summary, the interest in a small set of genes, motivated by biological and computational reasons, calls for appropriate gene selection techniques in gene expression analysis. It was summarized that there are roughly two types of gene expression data, namely the differential data and the multidimensional data, 7 and accordingly, we classify gene expression profiling experiments into two major types, termed two-conditional experiments and multi-conditional experiments. A two-conditional experiment involves two contrastive conditions (treated versus non-treated, strain A versus strain B, etc.), with multiple hybridizations for each condition. Twoconditional experiments are carried out mostly, if not exclusively, for mining genes induced or repressed by one experimental condition relative to the other, which explains why many efforts have been devoted to the issue of selecting DE genes from two-conditional microarray datasets. 5, 6, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] The other microarray experiment type, the multi-conditional experiment, investigates more than two experimental conditions, e.g. time points in a time series 14 or samples across different tissues.
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With a limited budget, researchers studying a multi-conditional problem usually desire to detect many experimental conditions so as to fully characterize gene expression trajectories, so the chance to repeat each condition is reduced, or even eliminated. Since the experiment design is not constrained to two contrastive conditions, algorithms devised for mining DE genes from two-conditional datasets are no longer applicable. Due to the indirect comparison and limited replication inherent in experimental design, DE gene selection from multi-conditional microarray data has drawn much less attention from methodologists and therefore has not been satisfactorily addressed. An empirical method adopted in many multi-conditional expression data analyses [15] [16] [17] [18] selects genes that show extreme expression changes under a reasonably large proportion of experimental conditions. Another empirical method is based on the standard deviation or its variants, extracting genes characterized with large between-condition expression variability. Intuitive as they are, these empirical methods cannot supply statistical significances of selected genes, and their validity are not formally evaluated.
In recent years, a few statistical approaches were proposed to deal with microarray data with limited replications, including the limit fold change (LFC) model, 19 the exploratory differential gene expression (EDGE) analysis, 20 and the intensitydependent selection of expression ratios (ISER). 21 These studies were based on the commonly adopted assumption that most genes probed on arrays have a constant expression in different samples, 22 and thus gene transcripts determined to be outliers from the standard state were considered DE genes. In general, a common univariate mixture model underlies these seemingly diverse approaches, assuming that the majority gene expression change values (log ratios) form a Gaussian population and that the rest of the genes are sampled from a different distribution. Due to the inherent univariate mixture model, these approaches are preferentially applicable to two conditions rather than multiple conditions. In the field of microarray data analysis, a widely acknowledged fact is that the majority of whole-genome gene expression values often follow a normal distribution 23, 24 and this fact has long been taken advantage of in microarray data analyses. 21, 25 If expression values assayed under one condition can be approximated with a univariate normal distribution, the series of expression values assayed under multiple conditions can accordingly be approximated with a multivariate normal distribution. Therefore, we assume that multivariate outlier analysis may be an optimal solution to the problem of selecting DE genes from non-replicated multiconditional expression datasets. A multivariate mixture model has been applied to select DE genes out of replicated two-conditional microarray data, 26 but in our opinion it is more applicable to the multi-conditional expression datasets with limited or no replication -since the methodology does not assume any homogeneity among arrays. In this paper, we proposed a multivariate outlier analysis algorithm DigOut (Differential, Interesting Genes as OUTliers) for selecting DE genes from non-replicated multi-conditional expression datasets. The validity of DigOut was proved in a simulation experiment where it performed better than the well-known LFC model in retrieving pre-defined DE genes. In addition, DigOut demonstrated its outstanding stability against variation in biological samples in a series of manipulated real datasets. Finally, DigOut was applied to re-analyze three recently publicized non-replicated multi-conditional expression datasets and satisfactory results were obtained.
Materials and Methods

The multi-variate outlier analysis algorithm DigOut
Like the few pioneer robust statistical studies in the microarray field, [19] [20] [21] 26 we view the gene-by-condition microarray data matrix as a main body made up of the mass non differentially expressed (NDE) genes "contaminated" with outliers constituting the few DE genes. We model the former with a multivariate normal distribution and estimate its center and covariance matrix with the Minimum Covariance Determinant (MCD) estimator, and quantify the departure from the major NDE distribution with the robust Mahalanobis distance and a corresponding χ 2 test p-value. 27 Specifically, we assume that gene expression data are stored in an n × p matrix
T denotes the i th gene. Therefore n stands for the number of genes and p for the number of experimental conditions (time points, strains, dosages, etc). Robust estimates of the center µ and the scatter matrix of X are determined using the Minimum Covariance Determinant (MCD) estimator, 28 and the FAST-MCD method implemented in the free library "LIBRA" was utilized. 27 Given an a priori fraction of NDE genes α = h/n, the MCD method looks for the h(>n/2) observations (out of n) whose classical covariance matrix has the lowest possible determinant. The raw MCD estimate of location is then the average of these h points, whereas the raw MCD estimate of scatter is their covariance matrix, multiplied with a consistency factor. Based on these raw MCD estimates, a re-weighting step can be added which increases the finite-sample efficiency considerably. 29 In the end, the FAST-MCD method calculates a robust distance to the data center for each gene, and assigns it a p-value out of the χ 2 test.
The genes with small p-values are outliers to the majority of the data, and can be extracted as DE genes.
To adjust for the multiple test error, we propose a simple, fast false discovery rate (FDR) estimation approach based on ideas underlying existing methods.
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As shown previously, 30 good estimation of FDR relies on good estimation of the null gene proportion π 0 = n 0 /n, which is then again dependent on a properly chosen null-gene-dominant p-value region. Our approach relies on a p-value region, [P t , 1), and the corresponding number of genes residing in this p-value region, n t . The statistic c t = (n t /n)/(1 − P t ) approximates the null gene proportion π 0 (n t is the number of genes whose p-values fall into the region [P t , 1)). To increase the robustness of the estimation, a range of [P 1 , P u ] instead of a single P t is used. For each P i ∈ [P 1 , P u ] that actually occurs in the p-value set, we calculate c i = (n i /n)/(1 − P i ) (n i is the number of genes whose p-values fall into the region [P i , 1)). Then, the median of c i values, med(c i ), is used to estimate π 0 . Unlike the minimum-slope method, 31 we abandoned the minimum statistic but adopted the more robust median statistic. Given the estimated null gene proportion π 0 , the total null genes were estimated to be n · π 0 . Then, similar to the popular microarray data analysis package "BRB Array Tools", 32 we estimate the FDRs with confidence support. At a nominal p-value p * , the number of false positive (FP) genes can be estimated under a bino-
[FP p * ,α is the largest integer at which the binomial cumulative distribution function evaluated is equal to or less than α .] Let the number of rejected genes at p * be R(p * ), we get the false discovery rate FDR = (FP p * ,α )/R(p * ).
DigOut requires users to define the NDE gene proportion α for MCD to capture the NDE distribution, and another three parameters for estimating FDR: confidence level α and p-value endpoints p 1 and p u . In this work, all these parameters were set 
Simulated datasets with preset DE genes
Artificial Affymetrix-like expression datasets were simulated in which a small portion of genes were pre-determined to be DE genes. Each dataset contains a total of 3,000 genes and has four non-replicated arrays. Similar to the ISER study, 21 our simulation was based on Eq. (1), where the notations are explained in the following text. For those presumed DE genes, we let their third and fourth expression values differ from the first and second ones (see the setting of F ij below).
• M = mean signal intensity, with the same value being used for all genes within a dataset. Considering the usual spanning range of Affymetrix log intensity data, we set the M value of a data set by sampling from the Gaussian distribution N (10, 2 2 ).
• G i = mean gene intensity, generated from a uniform distribution U (0, 1) independently for each gene.
• D j = the effect of the different arrays used for the hybridization of each sample.
It is generated from a distribution N (0, 0.5 2 ).
• F ij = log fold change for the third, and fourth conditions relative to the first experimental condition. For DE genes, F i3 and F i4 were sampled from N (m, s 2 ), while for NDE genes, F i3 and F i4 were sampled from N (0, s 2 ). F i2 was sampled from N (0, s 2 ) no matter for DE genes or NDE genes. As the first condition was assumed to be a benchmark, F i1 was set to a constant 0.
• e ij = measurement error, generated for each expression value in the simulated data sets, from a normal distribution with a mean of zero and a standard deviation proportional to the inverse of the gene intensity, i.e. e ij ∼ N (0, (
Manipulating a real dataset for assessing algorithm stableness against sample variation
An Affymetrix HG-U133A microarray dataset with accession number GSE1295 was downloaded from the GEO database. 33 This dataset was generated for studying the metabolic syndrome response to exercise intervention, consisting of four time points sampled during training and detraining period. The full dataset contains three female samples and three male samples at each data point, but our following subsampling process was restricted to only female samples. Therefore, our full dataset consists of four time-points each having three replications.
To assess DE-gene selection algorithms' stableness against sampling randomness of experiment conditions, we extracted only one replication at each time point and combined the four samples into a non-replicated sub-datasets. As we have three choices at each of the four time-points, we altogether obtained 81 non-replicated sub-datasets from the full dataset. Each sub-dataset underwent a log 2 data transformation and some normalization (five methods were tested, see Sec. 3). It has been shown that in the majority of human tissues fewer than 25% of all known genes are expressed, 34 so like Turchin et al. had done, 35 we limited the following data analysis to the probe sets with minimum signal intensities ranked in the top 25%. DigOut was utilized to analyze each of 81 sub-datasets separately, and the DE gene list comparableness across the 81 sub-datasets was evaluated for each algorithm in the same way as follows: first, the two FDR lists out of sub-dataset p (SS p ) and subset q (SS q ) were transformed to two zero-one vectors, vec p and vec q , by judging each FDR value surpassing 0.05 or not. Note that vec p and vec q could have different lengths due to the expression-magnitude-based probeset pre-screening conducted for different subsets independently. To assess the overlapping of results from different sub-datasets, the two zero-one vectors of different lengths, vec p and vec q , were transformed to equal-lengthed vec p and vec q , which included only data elements for shared probe sets. Then, the result overlapping index between SS p and SS q was evaluated as OL(
; finally, all 3,240 (combinations of two out of 81) pairwise overlapping indices were averaged into an overall "Overlapping Index", which measures the algorithm's stableness across the differently sub-sampled non-replicated datasets. The competitor algorithm LFC underwent mostly the same workflow except for the FDR dichotomization, for it directly produced the DE-or-not binary vector rather than continous FDR values.
A recently publicized non-replicated multi-conditional gene expression dataset
In a study of the Bacillus subtilis gene expression responses to amino acid treatment, 36 three multi-conditional expression datasets, related with the treatment of valine (Val), glutamate (Glu), or glutamine (Gln) separately, were released with the GEO accession number GSE17243. Each dataset represents a time course of four time-points after the administration of a particular amino acid. Only the first time-point of the Val experiment was accompanied with a repetition; the other time-points were tested only once. We split the two replicated arrays for time-point one in the Val experiment, and obtained two non-replicated datasets, Val1 and Val2, which shared the latter three arrays but differed in the first arrays. Then, we tested the DigOut algorithm on the four non-replicated multi-conditional expression datasets: Glu, Gln, Val1, and Val2.
Results
DigOut retrieves preset DE genes more efficiently than the LFC model
To test whether DigOut could retrieve DE genes from replication-lacking multiconditional microarray dataset, we evaluated DigOut's performance on artificial datasets where log intensities of 3,000 genes were simulated under four different experimental conditions without replication. In the three experiments, the number of DE genes were set to three different values: N de = 100, N de = 200, and N de = 300. In each experiment, 100 datasets were simulated for each different combination of mean (m) and std (s) ( Table 1 ; see F ij , in Eq. (1)), the key factors determining how differently expressed the DE genes were.
As we have simulated a multi-conditional log intensity dataset void of intraconditional replication, few existing methods could be adopted for comparison purpose. The LFC model 19 is an influential algorithm proposed specially to handle the replication-lacking scenario and it has acquired wide application in the field.
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Therefore we compared DigOut against the well-known LFC using the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. Comparing results of DigOut and LFC across all parameterizations for the N de = 300 experiment ( Fig. 1) , we found that DigOut achieved an obvious advantage over LFC as the DigOut ROC was always to the up-left of the LFC ROC. The same trend was apparent with N de = 100 and N de = 200 experiments (data not shown).
DigOut is more stable than the LFC model against sample variations
As we argued in the introduction, multi-conditional microarray experiments often bear few or no intra-conditional replication, so we can think of the single hybridization under one condition as a random sample from a hypothetical set of replicated hybridizations. A good gene-selection algorithm should be robust enough to endure such sampling randomness and demonstrate moderate stableness against random sub-samplings of condition replications. Such stableness was assessed through comparing DE gene lists derived from different non-replicated sub-datasets sub-sampled from a well-replicated microarray dataset. . 300 of the total 3,000 genes were preset to be differentially expressed across four different experimental conditions. x-axis and y-axis denote the false positive rate (1-specificity) and true positive rate (sensitivity), respectively. Subplots indexed 1 to 15 correspond to the 15 parameter groups shown in Table 1 , with each line a mean curve for 100 simulated datasets with the same parameter configuration.
As detailed in the materials and methods section, microarray dataset GSE1295 was downloaded from GEO, 33 and 81 non-replicated sub-datasets were derived from the full dataset. By this means, the original four experimental conditions were still covered in the sub-datasets, only that the triplication arrays under each condition were trimmed to a singleton array. The 81 sub-datasets can be called "synonymous sub-datasets" since they essentially capture the same set of experiment conditions. These synonymous sub-datasets were preprocessed with five normalization methods derived from three different algorithms: MAS5, 40 dChip, 41 and RMA, 42 and was subsequently analyzed by DigOut and LFC separately. The Overlapping Indices of DE gene lists across the 81 sub-datasets were summarized for each DE selection method and each normalization method independently. For each normalization method, DigOut produced 3,240 pairwise Overlapping Indices of resulted DE gene lists, and so did LFC. Figure 2 shows the means and standard deviations of the pair-wise Overlapping Indices under five different normalization methods, for DigOut and LFC respectively. To check whether there was a significant difference in the two algorithms' stability against sampling randomness, the pairwise Overlapping Indices for DigOut and LFC under a same normalization method were input to a one-tailed paired t-test. For four of five normalization methods used, DigOut demonstrated significantly greater result overlapping across different sub-datasets than LFC (p < 1e − 12). The only exception is dChip in an mm-adjusted a model, yet the subtracting-mm model has been obsolete as recent studies recommend not using mm probes. 42, 43 So, working with mainstream normalization methods, DigOut showed significant advantage over LFC in terms of stability against sampling randomness. Such stability is of great value in dealing with replication-lacking multi-conditional microarray data.
DigOut reanalyzing a public non-replicated multi-conditional dataset
As detailed in Sec. 2, we obtained three four-time-point time-course datasets from GEO (accession number GSE17243), and rearranged one dataset to two synonymous datasets. As a result, we had four non-replicated multi-conditional Bacillus subtilis gene expression datasets studying the treatment of Glu, Gln, Val, and Val, respectively. The latter two datasets in fact derived from a same experiment and were denoted with Val1 and Va2 respectively. With parameters set at default values and the final FDR cutoff at 0.001, we determined 848, 973, 719, and 511 DE probes from the four datasets, which corresponded to 277, 307, 220, and 190 unique Bacillus subtilis genes. A preliminary clustering of the DE probes was summarized in Fig. 3 , while the other detailed results were supplied in the supplementary material.
As the microarray was designed to have at least three synonymous probes for each gene, a DE gene miner should give consistent judgements to synonymous probes. To our expectation, the majority of DE genes mined by DigOut were supported by duplicate probes or more, the percentage of such DEGs in Gln dataset was 69.7%, in Glu dataset it was 80.8%, and in Val1 dataset it was 79.5%. Some genes even had a 100% recall of over 26 synonymous probes, such as glnR and glnA (in Gln and Val1 datasets); xpt, purF, purB, and yumD (in Gln and Glu datasets).
As datasets Val1 and Val2 are highly similar, and they by nature investigate an identical time-course, a DE gene miner should yield largely similar results out of the two datasets. Indeed, common DE genes accounted for 78.9% of the Val2 result (the smaller set of the pair was selected as the denominator). By contrast, common DE genes accounted for only 46.9%, 38.6%, 39.5% of the "Gln and Glu", "Glu and Val1", and "Gln and Val1" pairs, respectively. Similar to what we found in the above stability assessment experiment, DigOut again proved its robustness against sub-samplings of condition replications and therefore its advantage in replicationlacking expression datasets.
Discussion
In this work we devised DigOut, a gene-selection algorithm based on multivariate outlier analysis, and demonstrated its validity in dealing with replication-lacking multi-conditional gene expression datasets.
Due to the indirect comparison and limited replication inherent in experimental design, DE gene selection from multi-conditional microarray data has drawn much less attention from methodologists and therefore has not been satisfactorily addressed. While DE genes in two-conditional data unambiguously refer to genes expressed differently between the two conditions in consideration, some variations exist in the definition of DE genes across multiple experimental conditions. One empirical method is based on the ranking of standard deviations of gene expression profiles; another empirical method considers whether extreme expression changes relative to a common reference are observed under quite a lot of conditions; [15] [16] [17] [18] 44, 45 the LFC model 19 relies inherently on a ratio metric of the maximum change between any combination of experimental conditions. These approaches favor genes of different properties that do not necessarily agree with one another. Intuitively speaking, DE genes are genes having different expression between a pair of experimental conditions or across a spectrum of experimental conditions. But since the majority of genes are NDE genes, the few DE genes actually come out as outliers that are different from the rest majority. This is the rationality of DigOut: by looking for outlier genes that behave differently from the majority genes, it manages to pick out DE genes that have different expression across experimental conditions. We find that, like the univariate outlier analysis model LFC, the multivariate outlier analysis algorithm DigOut in effect also picks out genes with different expression between experimental conditions (see Figs. 1 and 3) . But DigOut is superior to the LFC model in that it takes the whole expression profile of a gene as input, while LFC reduces an expression profile to a noise-sensitive maximum-to-minimum expression log ratio. This possibly explains why DigOut has better robustness against sample variations. In the simulation experiment, DigOut performed better than LFC in retrieving the preset DE genes; in the re-analysis of the real dataset series GSE17243, DigOut presented a noteworthy reference for the follow-up studies of Bacillus subtilis transcriptomic responses to amino acids. These results validated the rationality of treating DE genes as outliers in robust statistical analyses and justified the usability of DigOut in DE gene selection from multi-conditional expression data.
